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Alchemia story fighter guide

Alchemia story high fighter guide.
Each boss will at least 1 gimmick and a series of weapons from which you will suffer further damage. Critical hits Critical hits are hits that are landed on weak points of an enemy, so as to deal with damage Ã ④Âextra x1.2ÂÂ. Release requirements: End Chapter 10 MonkÃÂ - Healer with some magical wind-based attacks. Blitzspear Double vertical
edge ramp and lightning: Dual Arts Ether Blade or Crystal Accelerator Slash: Penetrate and cry Clouds or Aggro Aggro Judgment¨ very simple. Take the cart to Wide Range Plain. Alchemia store\trade shop: Here you will arrive your main source of exp water and Ã ④ ÂÂyomeÃ ④ ÂÂ, only exp and drop rate hourly potatoes are useful, Ã ④ ÂÂzellÃ        
    you acquire stones by selling Ã ④ ÂÂÂs Theory about collecting materials Some collection observations. HP +150Physical ATK +65Critical Damage +5%Damage Limit +3000 HP +440Fighting Critical Damage +10%Physical/Magical Attack +15%Fighting Physical Attack +75 Description[] A beginner martial artist using ancient techniques. Repeat
until you kill the dragon. You can basically manage anything. After the green bar disappears, you will receive a new skill to use. Phantom bow Phantom Knuckles Phantom Rod Sword Phantom Shield Phantom Launches Phantom Knife Phantom Knife Courtesy of @Arrowga#6583 Battle Mechanics Skill use for manikins When using a in a fight, there
are 3 different properties That you should be aware of. Next time someone says the arsonist can only play fire he will find their devices destroyed and the police will call. The game follows a simple recipe on elemental advantage. (capitals assuming they are official place names) General tips No class¨ blocked. Release requirements: Finish Chapter
10 WarriorÂÂ - Class very easy to play ²Ãup ²Ãup elatnemele oiggatnav li erevA itnemele ilged aznatropmi'L .itnemittabmoc ien ottapmi otla nu ereva There is a huge difference between tapping damage or hitting like a wet noodle. Good for agriculture, though. This is explained more ahead in battle mechanics. Once the tail is evoked, the dragon is
invincible. Some skills such as Grand Triangle or Play Dead lowers the total number of aggro points you have, while some abilities like provoke and crossblade give you more points. Archer with Fast Shooting ability can offer absurd levels of damage. These weapons can be built using the respective weapon Â «WoodÂ», which is a 2 * drop-down from
the boss, 90x material A, anchor it drops from the boss and 20 iron ore that can be found at various collection points. Release Requirements: End Chapter 10 Magic FencerÃ ¢ æ 'â € "Magic DPS based on physical ATK with multi-element magic attacks. This updates periodically but I have not yet understood the exact interval. (Meme level) Â Â â
absolutely useless class, no positive side despite having extremely low statistics. Effective equipment: Arcangel series (Michael, Uriel, Raffaello and Gabriele) Iberian element: «Earth Gimmick: evokes 2 orcs that will give him defense enthusiasts and will make him almost invincible. He uses punches / claws. - Buck the dragon until it evokes its tail. Put
amino in alchemia story ¢ â¡? This class is more difficult to build of the warrior, but it is better in any way since the elementary advantage will always be more harmful than the raw attack statistics. (level s) Â «The decent DPS right now. Help Alchemia Story Wiki expanding it! Use any attack skill. (SS level) Â «Oh, guys, this class is good. (Level b) Ã ¢
æ 'â € ¹ a mediocre DPS that is retained by its main expedient. Since magical screens have the potential to be effective against each element, it is strongly recommended to bring them. Unlocking requirements: Chapter 10 ends â Magic DPS with Earth-based magic attacks. (SS level) Â"Large cross makes this class extremely good, while inflicting
damage Unlock Requirements: End Chapter 10 ConjurerÂ" â Debuffer Debuffer Some magic attack based on water. [3rd] [fightingonly] [highfightersonly] Ability: [Fireball] Phys give final movement. Because it randomly shows only 5-8 nodes for update, you can feel like specific nodes take ages to present yourself if you are unlucky. Use the lances.
Requirements: The tower is unlocked after receiving the main mission CH. 46. (A â € "SS level) An AOE class that cannot compete with a astrologer unless large amounts of damage is acquired but since AOE is less Damage is not necessary at the moment, but it has the potential to be a job with high levels of DPS probably the hardest work to do.
(Credits at @ studio # 5666) Collection of materials localizations underground factory - iron merelle -grafite village of destruction -ramo tree -aloe vera -olivo -live-pepper -petato himalaya -ramo tree -aloe vera -limone -OLIVE - Carbonated stone -fush -patata along the border -aloe vera -AKANE -Pianta -Loto -Loto -Glow-Shrubfrutti - Flowers -Alcare Room-picato-shedding picature - Tree branch -Legname -aloe VERA -CASCIO -Frutti di Arbusto -DedOne -Bamboo -Grafite - Carbon fire cave â € ™ Iron ore -Grafite border of three countries -aloe vera -AI system -Aakane -Aloe out of the tower -Legname -Ex -aloe real [wip] the monster falls gerumi -guu -cotone -ramo tonerico konomi -guu -cotone ramo tonerico -ramo tonerico -ramo mielomi -guu -t toneric branch -gemstone zorumi -guu -ramo tonerico - Cottonorca - mammoncarne -Geru -Cotone -fush-ORCA Nessie-Fungi-Tossa Nessie - Tonery World - COTON Big Nessie - ORCA Tossa-Nessie-Nessie-Tebasaki-Tebasaki -Geru - Toneric-Halloweline -Mamoned Harpy Meat -Gru -Tonery Branch
Mandono Meat Fukoro Mushroom Bear ??? Use more physical attacks. High fighter â € "Rank 2 of the FIST Fighter class. The only way to make them appear enter the orange circle to fight a boss area, but DO NOT start queuing up for a fight. When targeting a monster, you’ll see the “Target” arrow swing up and down. Get App More from by
17.08.19 Hello, here is a guide for everything that is to know about ATCHEMIA STORY. It works better than the spell at the moment. - You can not run or revive during a fight with dragons. It has no specific weapons. -The dragon is very strong. You must be in Â «Lobbyâ» in order to find the forzieri. * NEWS * Â «This class is extremely difficult to
equip correctly as it is necessary more weapons of the same element unlocking requirements: end chapter 10 FIST FIGHTERÂ» â € physical DPS with specific attack order. Lot: weapons for variety you need 1 set for armor element improve lot for drills. Release requirements: None Knight â € "Hybrid DPS-Tank focused more towards the tank. (SS +
level) A class that can compete or even do more than all jobs. Having to set the combo can sometimes really take time. (Note that the queue can sometimes be invincible for a short time) -The queue is regularly shared to make sure to pay attention. Mastery Skills [] Level Name Type 1 Straight Thrust Common Sub-Team Slot +1 Job 3 Fight Critical
Damage + 3% Job 5 Damage Limit +250 Fight Critical Damage + 2% Job Swift Common Wind 7 Physical / Magical Attack + 2% Job 9 Physical / Magical Attack + 3% Job 10 Sub-Slot Equip +1 Job HP +80 Job Limit Damage +250 Common Heat Simmer 11 Combat Physical Attack +10 Job 13 Fighting Physical Attack +15 JOB 15 Damage Limit +500
Critical Combat + 2% Job Soaring Falcon Municipality 17 Critical Combat + 3% Job 20 Physical / Magical Attack + 5% Job HP +50 Combat Common Force 23 HP +100 Common 25 Sub-Equipe Slot +1 Damage Limit at Work +500 Common Power Burst 28 Combat Physical Attack +15 Combat 30 Physical Attack +30 Physical Combat +10 Combat HP
+80 Combat Thunderbolt Common 33 HP +120 Combat 35 Vortex Physical / Magic Attack ocitirC ocitirC 14 boJ 1+ arutazzertta-bus rep tols enumoC atsepmeT 04 boJ 08+ PH 93 boJ 08+ PH 73 enumoC 005+ oroval la onnad id etimiL + 2.5% common 43 critical damage + 2.5% common 45 physical attack +25 labor damage limit +500 common 48
physical connection +20 common 50 physical connection +15 common damage limit +500 sub-team slot +1 job [ ] 2018-07-04 17:00:00 Update Second job added! Update of the addition of Highfighter! After the maintenance of July 4, we added a new job of rank 2 for Fighter, Â «HighfighterÂ»! New Rank 2 jobs Added Â «HighfighterÂ» like Rank 2
for Fighter! In order to be Altofighter, it is necessary to reach level 40 for the Rank 1 job, Â «Fighter.â €» Information about the new job, Â «HighfighterÂ» Â «Highfighterâ € ™ S Skills Skill: [Shooting Star] Phys give a 1 opponent, opening movement. The list will be updated at 0 of the following day, which will require a certain waiting time. Increase
the chain when another attack ability is used within 15 seconds. (SS level) Â «The go to the healer. Effective equipment: Rabbit series Note: This chief is soloable with the right Koromi Grandma Element equipment: Â «Fire gimmick: PDEF and Patk reduction when fighting against it. Boss area boss area are challenging mobs that can be fought with
up to 7 players. It covers every skill without crits. (level s) Â Â «A great surprise. Demonstrate a huge power by combining classic shapes. Large triangle should be taken to not get too aggressive. When the target overlaps the name of the monster and you use a skill, you will get a critical blow. PyynÃƒâi and you cheeseongelma pyynnÃƒÂ¶n
kÃƒsittelyssÃƒÂ¤. All monsters target the player with the greatest number of aggro points. The tower is an extremely hard dungeon, which means having a full party is a must. The astrologer is a DPS, but its main purpose is to deback via Grand Cross. Finally, some classes like fists punch can increase their DMG passive or active skills. Combo Combo
Combo are high-power which can only be activated when 2 players or YOME use a at the same time. It should be noted that they lowered slightly compared to their gacha counterparts. Unlocking Requirements: Finish Chapter 10 Archerâ¦ â Fast physical DPS with multi-element ability. Easy to level. Preparation Time: The time it takes to “prepare”
your skill. 23 I want to know why the Fireball (the latest HF skill) make less dmg than Tempest (fighting skill), both are last combo skill and fireball still make less dmg. Pro tips from Japanese players. When you load into a map, the game checks how many collect attempts you’ve left and shows you only up to that number of nodes, chosen at random,
up to a certain number per map, like 5 or so. It’s very hard to amplify it. An MF can be replaced with a mechanic in case of buff and buff. The maximum damage limit FireÃ¢Â¦ Â¦ is the maximum damage limit divided by 2. Activation Time: The red bar that appears after clicking on an ability. [2nd][Fight Only] [Fighters Only] How to change jobs in
“Highfighter” Requirements to change jobs: Ã£ÂÂ”Level 40 and above Fighter Ã£ÂÂ”CLEAR Main Mission Â”Entering CitadelÂ” Place to change jobs: Go to the Tavern and accept the mission from NPC Â”KahoÂ” *Depending on the configuration of the game, “Highfighter” may not appear in the quest list. Get bonus stats for the use of punches.
Unlocking Requirements: End Chapter 10 Crafter â Buffer+debuffer with multi-element physical attack. If you are an extremely lucky person, you might even find one of them by the boss drop. That’s the time it takes to fully utilize the ability. There’s something missing...This article is a stub. Since these weapons are drugable, it is very possible to
grind and limit breakage, which makes them very valuable. (Level B) Â”Better than evocative as its chain provides a reduction in cooldown by throwing both buff and debuff. Your source Supply will come from skill and not your raw stats MechanicalÂ¦ Â¢- Mix of buff, debuffing and dps. Location of each phantom weps are in these pictures. Only 1 Fire
Fire The rest of the skills are simple. Gets the bonus from using 1H axes but can also use daggers. Unblock the requirements: Finishing Chapter 19 PiromancerÃ ¢ â,¬
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